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CIRCUIT CARDS, CORRESPONDING CARD AND APPARATUS

(57) Integrated circuit cards such as UICC cards or
eUICC cards in mobile communication equipment includ-
ing memory space regions for storing user profile data
of are managed by:
- partitioning said memory space (PH) in segments (A1,
A2, ..., E1, E2, ....) of memory space regions comprising
empty regions ((A1, A2, ...) and allocated regions (E2,
E2,....),
said method including

- selecting (110) among said empty regions (E1, E2, ...)
the biggest empty region (Eb) of said memory space
(PH);
- widening (172, 182) said selected biggest empty region
(Eb) by moving memory blocks positioned in allocated
regions (Au, Ad) at the bounds of said selected biggest
empty region (Eb) into other available empty regions
(Es).
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The description relates to integrated circuit
cards.
[0002] One or more embodiments may be applied e.g.
to Universal Integrated Circuit Cards (UICC) for use e.g.
in mobile communication equipment.

Technological background

[0003] Mobile communication equipment in e.g. GSM
and UMTS networks may employ smart cards of the type
currently referred to as Universal Integrated Circuit Card
(UICC).
[0004] To this regard, Figure 1 shows a possible archi-
tecture of a "user equipment" 10, such as a mobile device,
e.g. a smartphone or a tablet, or a mobile communication
module usually to be used in embedded systems. Gen-
erally, the device 10 comprises one or more processors
102 connected to one or more memories 104. The device
10 comprises moreover at least one mobile communica-
tion interface 106 for communication with a base station
BS. For example, the mobile communication interface
106 may comprise a GSM (Global System for Mobile
Communications), CDMA (Code Division Multiple Ac-
cess) transceiver, W-CDMA (Wideband Code Division
Multiple Access), UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommu-
nications System), HSPA (High-Speed Packet Access)
and/or LTE (Long Term Evolution) transceiver. A mobile
device comprises often also a user interface 110, such
as a touchscreen. Conversely, a communication module
to be used, e.g., in embedded systems, such as alarm
systems, gas meters or other types of remote monitoring
and/or control systems, often does not comprise a user
interface 110, but a communication interface 112 in order
to exchange data with a further processing unit of an
embedded system. For example, in this case, the inter-
face 112 may be a digital communication interface, such
as a UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmit-
ter), SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) and/or USB (Uni-
versal Serial Bus) communication interface. Generally,
the processing unit 102 may also be directly the main
processor of an embedded system. In this case the in-
terface 112 may be used to exchange data with one or
more sensors and/or actuators. For example, in this case,
the interface 112 may be implemented by means of one
or more analog interfaces and/or digital input/output ports
of the processing unit 102.
[0005] In the memory 104 may be stored e.g. an op-
erating system OS being executed by the processor 102
and which manages the general functions of the device
10, such as the management of the user interface 110
and/or the communication interface 112 and the estab-
lishment of a connection to the base station BS via the
interface 106. The memory 104 may also contain appli-
cations being executed by the operating system OS. For

example, in the case of a mobile device, the memory 104
often comprises a web browser application WB.
[0006] For establishing a connection with the base sta-
tion BS, the device 10 is coupled to a processing unit 108
configured to manage the identity identification of the us-
er. For example, usually a mobile device comprises a
card holder for receiving a card comprising a Subscriber
Identity Module (SIM), which is usually called SIM card.
Generally a corresponding SIM module may also be in-
stalled directly within the device 10. In the example of
Figure 1 it is used a UICC 108, which is a smart card
often used in GSM and UMTS networks. The UICC en-
sures the integrity and security of all kinds of personal
data and typically holds a few hundred kilobytes. Also a
UICC may be integrated directly in the device 10 and is
in this case often called embedded UICC (eUICC).
[0007] For example, in a GSM network, the UICC 108
contains a SIM application and in a UMTS network a
USIM application. A UICC may contain several applica-
tions, making it possible for the same smart card to give
access to both GSM and UMTS networks, and may also
provide storage of a phone book and other applications.
[0008] Accordingly, the reference to a SIM module in
the following of the present description is intended to in-
clude both 2G and/or 3G SIM modules and applies also
the case in which such a SIM module is provided on a
SIM card.
[0009] As shown in Figure 2, a SIM module 108 often
comprises one or more processors 1082 and one or more
memories 1084 for executing applications stored in the
memory 1084 of the module 108. For example, the SIM
module 108 may comprise in addition to the Subscriber
Identity Module application (reference sign SIM in Figure
2) at least one further application APP. For example, this
application APP may be configured to communicate (di-
rectly, or indirectly via the processor 102 and possibly
the operating system OS) with the mobile communication
interface 106 in order to send data to and/or receive data
from a remote host 30. For this purpose, the host 30 may
be connected via a network 20, such as a Local Area
Network (LAN) or a Wide Area Network (WAN), such as
the internet, to the base station BS. Accordingly, connec-
tion between the host 30 and the UICC 108 may be es-
tablished by means of the network 20, the base station
BS and the communication interface 108. Generally, the
communication may be initiated by the host 30 or the
UICC 108. For example, the application APP may be a
web server application, which receives requests from the
web browser WB of a mobile device 10 and obtains re-
spective content from a remote host 30, such as a web
server. The application APP may also be an authentica-
tion application. In this case, the host 30 may send an
authentication request to the UICC 108 and the UICC
108 may send an authentication response to the host 30.
[0010] As shown, a UICC may use a SIM application
to access the GSM network and a USIM application to
access a UMTS network. A UICC may contain several
applications, making it possible for a same smart card to
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give access to several networks by also providing facili-
ties to the users.
[0011] An operator may specify a set of applets, secu-
rity domains and files that the smart card issuer stores
in the smart card. This set of information is currently re-
ferred to as "profile".
[0012] A recent development of UICC cards is repre-
sented by embedded UICC (eUICC) which may be in-
corporated e.g. in a mobile terminal, thus enabling a user
to change operator (and so its profile) over the air by
means of a software procedure. An eUICC is also capa-
ble of managing multiple mobile network operator sub-
scriptions, by making it possible for a user to enable/dis-
able a current profile on the fly.
[0013] UICC cards and eUICC cards may reside in a
non-volatile memory (e.g. flash-based) used to store a
profile.
[0014] As discussed previously, a profile may include:

- a hierarchy of security domains, that is specific ap-
plications which can be regarded as authentication
entities (key containers) by means of which an op-
erator can modify a profile over the air;

- a set of packages, that is a set of related classes and
interfaces usually written by means of the Java Card
language;

- a set of applets, that is applications capable of au-
thenticating to a specific network (e.g. UMTS) or in-
teract with the user; these applets may be written by
means of a Java Card technology and may include
many Java Card objects;

- a hierarchy of directories and files, which contain per-
sonalization information for the applets as well as
data useful for authentication purposes.

[0015] Profile entities such as security domains, pack-
ages, applets, files may include a set of objects to be
stored and handled by the operating system of the related
apparatus.
[0016] Security domains and applets may include Java
Card objects and code. These and other type of persist-
ent entities (such as files and directories), are indivisible
(in a UICC without memory management unit) and stored
in memory. They can be, without prejudice to the under-
lying principles, called "blocks".
[0017] Each block stored in a non-volatile memory in
an UICC may pertain to a single profile installed in the
card. In a multi-profile UICC, the operating system will
keep a correspondence between each block and its as-
sociated profile.
[0018] For instance, security domains, applets and
files loaded on the card can be deleted or modified by
the operator over the air. Files can also be resized. Ob-
jects pertaining to a security domain (e.g. a set of keys)
can be deleted. In eUICC even an entire profile can be
deleted over the air. This can possibly generate several
holes, i.e. memory sections not written with data, depend-
ing on the allocation policy of the operating system, in

the non-volatile memory.
[0019] Every time an hole is generated, the so called
"fragmentation" of the non-volatile memory increases. A
fragmented memory may cause problems when allocat-
ing large blocks. For instance, if the total available mem-
ory has a first size in bytes, but the largest hole available
has a second size in bytes, of course smaller than the
first size, the maximum size of an allocable block corre-
sponds this second size. It would be desirable to have
the largest size for the allocable block.
[0020] In the following detailed description various
technical terms will be used to which the following defi-
nitions apply.
[0021] Persistent heap: this is a part of persistent mem-
ory of the card which is used by the card itself to store
applications, packages, security domains and files per-
taining to the different profiles, and may include a list of
empty and allocated regions.
[0022] Block: this is an indivisible amount of stored da-
ta that contains a Java Card object or a file. Given a block
reference B, that is an identifier of the block, the operating
system of apparatus such as UE may determine its ad-
dress B.addr and size B.size. For example, the operating
system may hold a data structure called allocation block
table that keeps a correspondence between block refer-
ences and their address/size.
[0023] Allocated region: this is a memory area where
a set of adjacent blocks are allocated. Given an allocated
region A, the operating system is able to determine its
size A. size, for example as the sum of the sizes of the
blocks included in the region.
[0024] Empty region: this is a memory area which is
free, that is a memory area where no blocks B are allo-
cated (even partially). Given an empty region E, the op-
erating system is able to determine its address E.addr
and its size E.size, in order to keep trace of the available
space. The operating system can, for instance, maintain
a list of empty regions.
[0025] In the following it will be assumed that an allo-
cated region is always preceded by an empty region or
the beginning of the heap while also assuming that it is
followed by an empty region or the end of the heap.
[0026] Vice versa, an empty region will be preceded
by an allocated region or the beginning of the heap and
will be followed by an allocated region or the end of the
heap.
[0027] Being E1 the empty region, which can be a lower
region, indicated here as E1L, or upper region E1U,) ad-
jacent to an allocated region A1, and E2 the empty region
adjacent to a set of blocks S in the allocated region A2,
moving the set S of size S.size from the allocated region
A2 and appending (or prepending) them to another allo-
cated region A1, means moving the set of blocks at the
beginning (the end) of the lower (upper) adjacent empty
region E1L (E1U). In this operation, the size E1L.size
(E1U.size) of the adjacent empty region E1L (E1U), de-
creases of the set size S.size, allocated region A1 size
A1.size increases of S.size, A2.size decreases of S.size
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and E2 size increases of S.size.
[0028] Therefore, by way of example, with reference
to figure 3, a persistent heap PH in the persistent memory
1084 can be generalized as a series of allocated regions
A1, A2, ... and empty regions E1, E2, .... Each allocated
region is composed of a set of blocks. With reference to
figure 3, A1 and A2 are allocated regions, E1 and E2
empty regions, B11..B1N blocks in the allocated region
A1, B21...B2N blocks in the allocated region A2. In figure
3 for simplicity empty region E1 is indicated as such, not
specifying if it is a upper region E1L, thus its size is simply
E1.size.
[0029] An exemplification of this is given in figures 4A
and 4B where it is shown a persistent heap of a storage
memory 1084 of a smart card such as card 108 in two
scenarios. In figure 4A the storage memory 1084 has an
allocated memory region A having a given size, for in-
stance 9KB, and an empty memory region E not written
with data, having the same size. In figure 4B the total
amount of empty memory is the same, however there
are three allocated memory regions A1, A2, A3, such that
two empty memory regions E1, having a size of 3KB, and
E2 having a size of 6KB are available, i.e. the maximum
block size allocable is 6KB, while in the scenario of figure
1A a block with size 9KB can be stored.
In general the smart card may include a MCU (Microcon-
troller Unit), corresponding for instance to the one or more
processors 1082. In case the MCU of the smart card sup-
ports a Memory Management Unit (MMU) blocks can be
divisible. Fragmentation is not a relevant problem in this
kind of MCU. However it is very uncommon to have an
MMU installed on a smart card MCU. Some software
libraries can simulate an MMU. However their use is pret-
ty invasive, and they slow down memory accesses.
A simple known solution to the fragmentation problem,
defined here classic defragmentation, includes swapping
all the allocated regions with their upper empty region,
starting from the second allocated region. For example,
in figure 4B, the first allocated region from the upper
bound of the persistent heap, i.e. A1, is not swapped, the
next one A2 is swapped with E1. In this way all the empty
regions would be compacted down, and eventually a sin-
gle empty region is obtained. Using this approach, the
number of non-volatile writes, or write operations, would
be the sum of the sizes of the allocated regions A1, A2...,
starting from the second one. This sum can be very large
if there are big allocated partitions and/or a lot of small
empty partitions (holes). In fact each time the size of an
empty partition E1, E2... is less than the size of a Flash
Page, the latter and the adjacent allocated region need
to be swapped transactionally. This more than doubles
the necessary memory operations. Figure 5A, 5B and
5C shows the procedure swapping all the allocated re-
gions with their upper empty region, starting from the
second allocated region. In the initial step (figure 5A)
there are three allocated regions A1, A2, A3, separated
by three empty regions E1, E2, E3. After a first swap in
figure 5B, a second swap is performed in figure 2C ob-

taining a sum size which is in the best case A2 + A3.
However, in the real world, smart card suppliers choose
UICC prices based also on the memory size destined to
the operator. The operator is likely to choose the smallest
memory size possible. The non-volatile memory is likely
to be almost all allocated, and so empty regions very
small. For this reason this solution usually leads to large
executions times.

Object and summary

[0030] An object of one or more embodiments is to
contribute in dealing with a number of issues which are
recognized to exist in a context as discussed in the fore-
going.
[0031] According to one or more embodiments that ob-
ject may be achieved by means of a method of managing
an integrated circuit card (e.g. an UICC or an eUICC)
having the features set forth in the claims that follow.
[0032] One or more embodiments may relate to a cor-
responding integrated circuit card and to corresponding
apparatus e.g. equipment for mobile communications.
[0033] The claims are an integral part of the technical
disclosure of the embodiments as provided herein.
[0034] One or more embodiments may provide one or
more of the following advantages:

- execution is very fast, and the method is near to ex-
ecute the minimum number of memory operations
to defragment the memory; the algorithm works par-
ticularly well when most of the blocks are small. For
this reason is well suited for an UICC where the only
big blocks are usually the CAP of the packages;

- the method can be used also in multi-profile UICC
where there is some memory constraint to be en-
forced to guarantee the isolation of the profiles, this
being on the other hand very difficult to deal with for
a classical defragmentation method;

- the method can be stopped when a sufficiently low
level of fragmentation is reached, e.g. when a block
of a certain size (whose allocation was requested)
is now allocable

- the method described can guarantee "real time" op-
erations even when strict timings are required (e.g.
during a profile download);

- the method described requires a very limited number
of transactional operations.

Brief description of the several views in the drawings

[0035] One or more embodiments will now be de-
scribed, by way of example only, with reference to the
annexed figures, wherein:

- Figures 1 to 5 have been already described in the
foregoing,

- Figures 6A, 6B, 7A, 7B, 7C are a representation of
a principle underlying embodiments,
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- Figures 8A, 8B, 8C are flow-charts exemplary of em-
bodiments, and

- Figure 9-15 represent implementation of the princi-
ples underlying embodiments

Detailed description

[0036] In the ensuing description, one or more specific
details are illustrated, aimed at providing an in-depth un-
derstanding of examples of embodiments of this descrip-
tion. The embodiments may be obtained without one or
more of the specific details, or with other methods, com-
ponents, materials, etc. In other cases, known structures,
materials, or operations are not illustrated or described
in detail so that certain aspects of embodiments will not
be obscured.
[0037] Reference to "an embodiment" or "one embod-
iment" in the framework of the present description is in-
tended to indicate that a particular configuration, struc-
ture, or characteristic described in relation to the embod-
iment is comprised in at least one embodiment. Hence,
phrases such as "in an embodiment" or "in one embod-
iment" that may be present in one or more points of the
present description do not necessarily refer to one and
the same embodiment. Moreover, particular conforma-
tions, structures, or characteristics may be combined in
any adequate way in one or more embodiments.
[0038] The references used herein are provided mere-
ly for convenience and hence do not define the extent of
protection or the scope of the embodiments.
[0039] The solution here described provides a defrag-
mentation procedure, implemented by the smart card op-
erating system in order to "re-compact" empty memory
regions. This algorithm or procedure must be as fast as
possible to be executed during APDU (Application Pro-
tocol Data Unit) processing without significant impact for
the end user/system. The bottleneck for a defragmenta-
tion procedure are the non-volatile memory operations,
so it is possible to roughly estimate the performances of
such a procedure by counting the write operations to be
performed.
[0040] Given a set of indivisible blocks and a set of
empty memory regions, it is formulated a problem as find-
ing an efficient procedure decrease the memory frag-
mentation, i.e. significantly increase the maximum size
of an allocable block.
[0041] As already indicated in precedence, blocks are
the objects by which a security domain, package, applet,
file is made of, as they are stored on the non-persistent
memory by the operating system. Adjacent blocks can
be grouped in allocated region for a matter of clarity in
the next figures. Of course the content of the allocated
blocks must be kept the same at the end of the execution
of the defragmentation procedure execution, but their po-
sition in memory may vary.
[0042] Figure 6A and figure 6B respectively represent
a persistent heap PH, similar to the one discussed with
reference to figure 3, in an initial state or scenario e, and

in a state after the application of steps of the method here
described. In figure 6A, corresponding to the initial state,
the allocated region A1 includes blocks B11...B1N, while
the allocated region A2 includes blocks B21...B2M.
[0043] The defragmentation method here described
provides:

- selecting a biggest empty region of the storage mem-
ory, i.e. the persistent heap PH. In the example of
figure 6A which shows a representation of a principle
underlying embodiments of the method here de-
scribed, it is the second empty region E2;

- widening the selected empty partition, or region, by
moving blocks at the extremes, or boundaries, of the
selected empty partition, i.e. E2, into other available
empty partitions, i.e. E1, E3. Therefore the other
empty partitions, E1, E3, become knapsacks to be
filled with the blocks at the extremes of the biggest
empty partition, i.e. blocks B11...B1N, the blocks of
the first allocated region A1 adjacent to the upper
limit, or boundary, of the second empty region E2,
which in figure 3B are shown as moved to the first
empty region E1, and blocks B21...B2M, the blocks
of the third allocated region A3 adjacent to the lower
limit of E2, such blocks in figure 6B being shown as
moved to the empty region E3;

- the widening operation is performed by filling the
smaller empty partitions first. In this way it is mini-
mized the probability that in both the extremes of the
biggest empty partition there are blocks too large to
be contained into the other empty partitions;

- the procedure described operates by subsequent it-
erations, at each iteration selecting a set of blocks
to be moved in the current smallest empty region.
This set may be selected from a upper allocated re-
gion or from a lower allocated region with respect to
said biggest empty region. It depends on which of
the two sets of adjacent blocks, upper or lower, is
the most convenient one (i.e. which of the two has
a size closer to the smallest empty region). In case
even the two blocks at the extremes of said biggest
partition are both too large to fit the current smallest
empty region, another empty region (slightly bigger,
for instance the next empty region for size in the set
of empty regions of the persistent heap) is selected.
The procedure may reach a situation in which at the
boundaries of the biggest empty region there are two
blocks too large to fit any of the other empty regions.
This may happen especially in the final iterations of
the procedure, when only small parts of the original
partitions of memory are left. The procedure in this
case may evaluate that the current fragmentation
level of the memory is sufficiently low, and stop its
execution, or can simply skip these objects and con-
tinue as if they were moved in another empty parti-
tion. Such objects will be handled later on;

- finally, a classic swap defrag procedure can be ad-
ditionally executed on the biggest partition area. This
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defrag aims to compact the objects that have been
skipped in the previous phase. There are no timing
issues here, since the size of single blocks is negli-
gible.

[0044] Figures 7A, 7B, 7C shows a situation in which
there are blocks of different size in the allocated area.
Heap PH in figure 7A has a selected biggest empty region
E2, with an upper adjacent allocated region A2, having
upper blocks, B11, B12, ...B1N, and a lower adjacent al-
located region A3, having lower blocks, B21,
B22, ...B1M. Blocks B11 and B21 which are the most
adjacent to the selected biggest empty region E2, are
also bigger than the other blocks. In figure 7B it is shown
how the empty regions E2, E3 are filled first with the small-
er upper and lower blocks, leaving temporary empty ar-
eas E* within the respective allocated regions. Then in
figure 7C, by a classical defragmentation operation, the
bigger blocks B11 and B21 are swapped into the tempo-
rary empty areas E*, leaving the selected biggest empty
region E2 widened of the size corresponding to such tem-
porary empty areas E*.
[0045] Now, with reference to figure 8A, a flow diagram
representing an embodiment of the method here de-
scribed is detailed, indicated as whole with the reference
100.
[0046] In a start step 105 the set of empty regions E
and the set of allocated regions A are received as input.
[0047] In a step 110 a biggest empty region Eb is se-
lected and removed from the set of empty regions E which
is then taken in consideration by the following steps.
[0048] In a test step 115 it is then verified if the set of
empty regions E is an empty set. In the negative case,
i.e. the test output is FALSE, a step 120 is performed. In
the affirmative, i.e. the test output is TRUE, a step 117
is performed, where the blocks stored in a temporary list
M, that holds the skipped block and will be better illus-
trated in the following with reference to a big block skip-
ping procedure 200 and figure 8C, are moved to the al-
located regions Au, Ad, adjacent to the biggest empty
region Eb. Then a step 119 of end procedure is per-
formed.
[0049] In a step 120 the size of the biggest empty re-
gion in the remaining partitions stored in E (i.e. without
considering Eb) is stored as a maximum size value of
empty regions, maxEmptySize.
[0050] In a step 125 a minimum size value of empty
regions, minEmptySize is initially set to zero.
[0051] In a step 130 a smallest empty region Es in the
set of empty regions E having size bigger than such min-
imum size minEmptySize is picked.
[0052] In a step 135 it is picked the upper adjacent
allocated region Au, i.e. in upper position with respect to
the selected, i.e. biggest, empty region Eb and is selected
a set of lower blocks (i.e. blocks down in the region that
are directly adjacent to Eb) Su belonging to such upper
adjacent allocated region Au so that a size Su.size of the
set of upper adjacent blocks Su has the biggest size lower

than the size Es.size of the smallest empty region Es.
[0053] In a step 140 it is picked the lower adjacent al-
located region Ad with respect to the chosen, i.e. biggest,
empty region Eb and is selected a set of upper blocks
(i.e. blocks up in the region that are directly adjacent to
Eb) Sd belonging to such lower adjacent allocated region
Ad so that the size Sd.size of the set of lower adjacent
blocks Sd has the biggest size lower than the size Es.size
of the biggest empty region Es.
[0054] In a test step 145 is then verified if the set of
upper adjacent blocks Su and the set of lower adjacent
blocks Sd are both empty. In case their response is true,
it means that the current adjacent allocated regions Au
and Ad both have at their extremes at least a block whose
size is bigger than Es.size, i.e. it is not possible to fill
region Es with the blocks in Au and Ad adjacent to Eb.
For this reason, another region, or partition, Es to be filled
must be chosen. So, in a test step 146 it is verified wheth-
er Es.size is equal to the maximum size maxEmptySize.
In this case, the current region Es chosen is the biggest
empty partition after region Eb. This means that adjacent
to the biggest empty region Eb there are (at least) two
blocks that are too big to be placed in any of the empty
partitions, except Eb. For this reason, these two or more
blocks needs to be skipped in a step 205 and the proce-
dure will continue in order to fill the remaining empty par-
titions.
[0055] Otherwise if the overcome of the step 146 is
false, in a step 147, minEmptySize is assigned the size
Es.size of the current Es partition. For this reason, when
the step 130 is executed again, a new region Es bigger
than the previous one is picked, and in steps 135, 140
Au and Ad are calculated again with respect to the new
region Es.
[0056] After one or more iteration of the steps 130, 135,
140, 145, 146, 147, eventually the output test 145 will be
FALSE, i.e. any of the set of upper adjacent blocks Su
and set of lower adjacent blocks Sd is not an empty set.
This means that there is at least a set of blocks adjacent
to the biggest empty region Eb that can be moved to Es,
thus increasing the size of the empty region, or partition,
Eb. Then in a test step 150 it is verified if the difference
between the size of the set of upper adjacent blocks Su,
Su.size, and the size Es.size, i.e. (Su.size-Es.size), is
greater with respect to the difference of the size of the
set of lower adjacent blocks Sd, Sd.size, and the size
Es.size of the smallest empty region Es, (Sd.size-
Es.size). In other word said selection 150 depends on
the evaluation of which of said two allocated regions Au,
Ad includes a respective set Su, Sd of adjacent blocks
having a size Su.size, Sd.size closer to the size of the
current smallest empty region Es. Specifically the algo-
rithm chooses the set of blocks that is closer to completely
fill Es, thus maximizing the increase of the size of Eb.
[0057] If the difference of the size of the set of upper
adjacent blocks Su, Su.size, to the size Es.size of the
smallest region Es is the greater, an upper blocks dis-
placement sub-procedure 152, shown in detail in figure

9 10 
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8B and starting with step 155 is accessed. Otherwise, a
lower blocks displacement sub-procedure 172, also
shown in detail in figure 8B and starting with step 175, is
accessed.
[0058] In step 155 the blocks in the set of upper adja-
cent blocks Su are moved from the upper allocated region
Au to one of the two adjacent allocated regions of the
smallest empty region Es, indicated as As.
[0059] Then in step 160 the variables indicating re-
spectively the size Es.size of the smallest empty region
Es, the size Au.size of the allocated region upper adja-
cent to Eb and the address Eb.addr of the biggest empty
partition Eb are decreased of the size Su.Size of the set
of upper adjacent blocks Su. Moreover, respectively the
variable indicating the size Eb.size of the biggest empty
partition and the size As.size of the allocated region ad-
jacent to the smallest empty region Es are increased of
the size Su.size of the set of upper adjacent blocks Su
as well, i.e.

Es.size=Es.size-Su.size
Au.size=Au.size-Su.size
Eb.addr=Eb.addr-Su.size
Eb.size=Eb.size+Su.size
As.size=As.size+Su.size

[0060] Depending on which adjacent partition As the
algorithm chose (i.e. upper or lower) the addresses of Es
and As are aligned too.
[0061] Then in step 165 it is checked if the value of
size Au.size of the upper allocated region Au has become
zero.
[0062] In case the outcome is true, it means that all the
blocks in the allocated region Au adjacent to the biggest
empty region Eb have been completely moved in one or
more iterations of the algorithm, and for this reason the
biggest empty region Eb is now adjacent to another emp-
ty partition Ebu or to the beginning of the Persistent Heap.
So, in a step 170, the list of empty regions E is scanned
and the upper adjacent partition Ebu (if any) is found.
Ebu is than removed from the list and its size Ebu.size
is added to the size of Eb, i.e. Eb.size. Furthermore the
address of the biggest empty region Eb is modified to be
the address of Ebu, i.e. Eb.addr = Ebu.size.
[0063] In case the outcome of the step 165 is false, i.e.
Au.size is greater than zero, or after the execution of the
step 170, a check is made to verify whether the current
smallest empty region Es size is greater than zero in a
step 193. In the affirmative case the current smallest
empty region Es is removed (step 196) from the set of
empty regions E and control returns to the input of step
115 which verifies if the set of empty regions E is an
empty set, and then in the step 120 the size of the biggest
empty region Eb in the new current empty set E is stored
as a maximum size value of empty regions, maxEmpty-
Size.
[0064] If test step 150 finds that the difference between
the size of the set of lower adjacent blocks Sd, Sd.size,

and the size Es.size is the greater, a lower blocks dis-
placement sub-procedure 172 is instead selected, also
shown in figure 7B and starting with step 175, sub-pro-
cedure 172 being dual with respect to the an upper blocks
displacement sub-procedure 152 (composed of steps
155, 160, 165, 170), only taking in account that Sd.size
is greater than Su.Size.
[0065] Therefore, in step 175 the blocks in the set of
lower adjacent blocks Sd are moved from the lower al-
located region Ad to one of the two adjacent allocated
regions of the smallest empty region Es, indicated as
regions As.
[0066] Then in step 180 the variables indicating re-
spectively the size Es.size of the smallest empty region
Es and the size Ad.size of the allocated region lower ad-
jacent to Eb, are decreased of the size Sd.size of the set
of upper adjacent blocks Sd. Moreover, respectively the
variable indicating the address Ad.addr of the allocated
region lower adjacent to Eb, the size Eb.size of the big-
gest empty partition and the size As.size of the allocated
region adjacent to the smallest empty region Es are in-
creased of the size Sd.size of the set of upper adjacent
blocks Sd as well, i.e.

Es.size=Es.size-Sd.size
Ad.size=Ad.size-Sd.size
Ad.addr=Ad.addr+Sd.size
Eb.size=Eb.size+Su.size
As.size=As.size+Sd.size

[0067] Depending on which adjacent partition As the
algorithm chose (i.e. upper or lower) the addresses of Es
and As are aligned too.
[0068] Then in step 185 is checked if the size Ad.size
of the lower allocated region Ad is zero.
[0069] In case the outcome is true, it means that the
allocated region Ad adjacent to the biggest empty region
Eb has been completely moved, and for this reason the
biggest empty region Eb is now adjacent to another emp-
ty partition Ebd or to the end of the Permanent Heap. So,
in a step 190, the list of empty regions E is scanned and
the upper adjacent partition Ebd (if any) is found. Ebd is
than removed from the list and its size Ebd.size is added
to the size of Eb, i.e. Eb.size.
[0070] In case the outcome of the step 185 is false, i.e.
Ad.size is greater than zero, or after the execution of the
step 190, it is checked if the size of the smallest empty
region Es is greater than zero in the step 193, in the
affirmative the smallest empty region Es is removed (step
196) from the set of empty regions E and control returns
to the input of step 115 which verifies if the set of empty
regions E is now an empty set.
[0071] As indicated above, if step 147 is true, i.e. ver-
ifying if the size of the empty region Es, i.e. Es.size, is
equal to the maximum size of the empty regions, max-
EmptySize, this a particular case which requires a sub-
procedure, i.e. big block skipping procedure 200, which
is shown in figure 7C and of which step 205 represents
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the first step.
[0072] The algorithm reaches this case when at the
boundaries of the biggest empty region Eb there are (at
least) two blocks that are bigger than the biggest empty
region (except Eb). This typically happens in the last it-
erations of the algorithm, when the memory is almost
completely defragmented. To handle this case, the algo-
rithm evaluate which is the smallest block at the extremes
of the biggest empty region Eb and skips it, i.e. acts as
the biggest partitions Eb contains the latter block. Spe-
cifically, in step 205, Bu is set as the last block of upper
adjacent allocated region Au and Bd as the first block of
lower adjacent allocated region Ad. These two blocks are
the blocks at the boundaries of the biggest empty region
Eb.
[0073] Then in a test step 210 is verified if Bu.size is
greater than Bd.size.
[0074] If Bu.size is lower, then in a step 215 last upper
block Bu is removed, i.e. skipped, from the upper adja-
cent allocated region Au and added to a temporary list
M. Furthermore, the size of the biggest region Eb is en-
larged of Bu.size and its address becomes Bu.addr.
[0075] Then, in a step 220 is verified if the upper ad-
jacent allocated region Au is empty. If this is false control
returns to step 115 for a new iteration. If this is true, a
step 225 is performed which corresponds to step 170,
i.e. an empty region Ebu, which is located just before the
biggest empty region Eb, is selected and removed from
the set of empty regions E, by merging it with the biggest
empty region Eb, which size is then Eb.size is Eb.size +
Ebu.size. Furthermore Eb.addr is assigned the value of
Ebu.addr. Then controls passes to step 115.
[0076] If Bd.size is lower, a dual chain of steps is per-
formed with respect to 215-225, in which in a step 230
the first lower block Bd is removed from the lower adja-
cent allocated region Ad and added to the temporary stor-
age M. Furthermore, the size of the biggest region Eb is
enlarged of Bd.size.
[0077] Then in a step 235 is verified if the lower adja-
cent allocated region Ad is empty. If this is false, control
returns to step 115 for a new iteration. If this is true, a
step 240 is performed which corresponds to step 190,
i.e. an empty region Ebd, which is located just after, or
below, Eb, is selected and removed from the set of empty
regions E, by merging it with the biggest empty region
Eb, which size is then Eb.size is Eb.size + Ebd.size. Then
controls passes to step 115 for a new iteration.
[0078] It has to be noted that when at steps 115 the
set of empty region E is find empty, then the blocks Bu
and Bd skipped respectively in step 215 and 230 and
stored in the temporary list M are moved in step 117 to
the allocated regions Au, Ad, adjacent to the biggest emp-
ty region Eb. This operation is made by using a classic
swap defrag, where the allocated region are actually
blocks (and so usually pretty small). The execution time
of this swap procedure, so, is the sum of the execution
time needed to move all the blocks skipped to one of the
allocated regions adjacent to Eb, and is, for this reason,

negligible.
[0079] Now an example of the operations of the meth-
od 100 described above is given with reference to figures
9-15.
[0080] With reference to figure 9, it can be seen that
in the scenario of the example there shown in the heap
PH, E1 is the biggest empty region, while E3 is the small-
est region, or partition. Figure 9 shows a initial state of
the heap PH of the memory 1084.
[0081] The sizes of the empty and allocated regions of
the heap in such initial state of the defragmentation meth-
od here described are:

B11.size=1 kB
B12.size=1,5 kB
B13.size=7 kB
B14.size=0,5kB
B21.size=1 kB
B22.size=2 kB
B23.size=6 kB
B24.size=0,5 kB
E1.size=10 kB
E2.size=6 kB
E3.size=4 kB

[0082] The method, as described, is configured to find
the biggest empty region Eb, i.e. E1, and the smallest
empty region Es, E3, for instance by steps 105-130 of
the embodiment of figure 7A, then operates to widen the
biggest empty region E1.
[0083] In particular, the method provides in a first iter-
ation (which as shown, begins, after selecting the biggest
region Eb in step 110 with test 115, checking if there are
empty regions in the heap), which result is shown in figure
10, to evaluate the upper adjacent allocated region Au
and the lower adjacent allocated region Ad of the biggest
empty region E1 (for instance by steps 135-150 of the
embodiment of figure 7A). To fill the smallest empty re-
gion E3, from the upper region Au the best set of upper
adjacent blocks Su (evaluated for instance through step
135) is Su = {B14} of size 0.5KB, since adding also block
B13 would result in a size (7.5KB) bigger than the small-
est region E3. The algorithm, then, analyzes the adjacent
blocks from the lower region Ad, (for instance through
step 140), and selects as set of lower adjacent blocks
Sd, Sd = {B21, B22} of size 3KB. Since the size Sd.size
of 3KB is closer than 0.5KB, Su.size, to E3.size (this con-
dition in the embodiment of figure 7A being evaluated in
step 150), the blocks in the set of lower adjacent blocks
Sd are moved (step 175) to the smallest empty region
E3 in the most far position with respect to E1 (in the ex-
ample). Thus, the size of the biggest empty region E1
will increase of 3KB, while the size of the smallest empty
region E3 will decrease of the same amount (step 180).
[0084] After these steps, the sizes reached by the de-
fragmentation method and described in figure 10 are:

B11.size=1kB
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B12.size=1,5kB
B13.size=7kB
B14.size=0,5kB
B21.size=1 kB
B22.size=2 kB
B23.size=6 kB
B24.size=0,5 kB
E1.size=13 kB
E2.size=6 kB
E3.size=1 kB

[0085] From the chain of steps 175-190, the control
returns to step 115, which starts a new iteration. Every
time a new iteration starts, it is evaluated whether the
empty region set E is empty, and in this case (test 115
true) the algorithm ends moving the skipped blocks to
the closest allocated regions near the biggest empty par-
tition.
[0086] It has to be noted that blocks B21 and B22 are
now in the allocated region A4, but are not shown for
simplicity since they are not anymore relevant for the
defragmentation procedure.
[0087] Again the region E3 is the smallest empty par-
tition available. Sd = { } since B23.size (6KB) is bigger
than E3.size (1KB). Su = {B14} of size 0.5KB.
[0088] The method then chooses (test 150) to move
the blocks in Su in the empty region E3. Thus E3.size
will decrease of 0.5KB and E1.size will increase of the
same amount (chain of steps 155-170).
[0089] Thus, the sizes reached by the defragmentation
method and described in figure 11 are:

B11.size=1kB
B12.size=1,5kB
B13.size=7kB
B14.size=0,5kB
B21.size=1 kB
B22.size=2 kB
B23.size=6,5 kB
B24.size=0,5 kB
E1.size=13,5 kB
E2.size=6 kB
E3.size=0.5 kB

[0090] In the configuration of figure 11, E3 is the small-
est partition. However upper set Su = { } and lower set
Sd = { }, i.e. are empty (test 145 is verified) since both
B13.size and B23.size are bigger than E3.size. The
method therefore picks (step 146) the next empty region
in size (E2) and tries to fill it (return to step 115).
[0091] However, also in this case both sets Su and Sd
are { }, i.e. empty, since both B13.size and B23.size are
bigger than E2.size.
[0092] Since in this example there are no other parti-
tions (i.e. step 146 is true), the method needs to skip one
of the two big blocks (B13 or B23). In the embodiment of
figure 7 this means resorting to sub-procedure 200 (fig.
7C)

[0093] Since B23.size is lower than B13.size (step
210), B23 is skipped (it will be moved later to an adjacent
allocated region).
[0094] The sizes reached by the defragmentation
method and described in figure 12 are:

B11.size=1 kB
B12.size=1,5 kB
B13.size=7kB
B14.size=0,5kB
B21.size=1 kB
B22.size=2 kB
B23.size=6,5 kB
B24.size=0,5 kB
E1.size=20 kB
E2.size=6 kB
E3.size=0,5 kB

[0095] It is to be noted that region E1 is for simplicity
shown larger, to show that the procedure now has at its
extremes, i.e. upper and lower boundaries, blocks B13
and B24.
[0096] The smaller partition Es is again E3. Set Su =
{ } while Sd = {B24} of size 0.5KB.
[0097] The method (test 150) chooses the lower adja-
cent set Sd and moves its blocks to E3 filling it completely.
[0098] The sizes reached by the defragmentation
method and described in figure 13 are:

B11.size=1kb
B12.size=1,5 kB
B13.size=7kB
B14.size=0,5kB
B21.size=1 kB
B22.size=2 kB
B23.size=6,5 kB
B24.size=0,5 kB
E1.size=20,5 kB
E2.size=6 kB

[0099] In figure 13, it has to be noted that that the empty
region E1 can be merged with empty region E2 (Ebd in
step 185), since there are no longer allocated regions
separating them, and, in the same way, allocated region
A3 can be merged with allocated region A4. Regions are
merged and only one partition remains. This means that
the defragmentation process is complete.
[0100] The sizes reached by the defragmentation
method and described in figure 14 are:

B11.size=1 kB
B12.size=1,5 kB
B13.size=7kB
B14.size=0,5kB
B21.size=1 kB
B22.size=2 kB
B23.size=6,5 kB
B24.size=0,5 kB
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E1.size=26,5 kB

[0101] The method as last step (step 117) only needs
to merge the skipped blocks in the list M = {B23} to an
adjacent allocated region.
[0102] The result of this is shown in figure 15, where
block B23 appears moved to the adjacent A1 allocated
region, and the defragmentation procedure is now com-
pleted, since only one empty region exists in memory.
[0103] The sizes in the state reached by the defrag-
mentation method described in figure 15 still are:

B11.size=1kb
B12.size=1,Skb
B13.size=7kB
B14.size=0,5kB
B21.size=1 kB
B22.size=2 kB
B23.size=6,5 kB
B24.size=0,5 kB
E1.size=26,5 kB

[0104] In this example big block sizes are used for sim-
plicity. However usually in an UICC or in eUICC typical
block sizes are much lower. In fact, the memory map of
a UICC/eUICC on the field is usually much different, with
thousands of blocks and only a few of them with a sig-
nificant size. This results in increased performances of
the algorithm, since in very few cases it will be needed
to skip a block.
[0105] A method according to one or more embodi-
ments may thus include:

- providing an integrated circuit card 10 with a memory
space PH including memory space regions for stor-
ing user profile data A

- partitioning said memory space PH in segments A1,
A2, ..., E1, E2, .... of memory space regions com-
prising empty regions A1, A2, ... and allocated re-
gions E2, E2, ....,

said method including

- selecting 110 among said empty regions E1, E2, ...
the biggest empty region Eb of said memory space
PH;

- widening said selected biggest empty region Eb by
moving memory blocks positioned in allocated re-
gions Au, Ad at the bounds of said selected biggest
empty region Eb into other available empty regions
Es.

[0106] One or more embodiments may include that
said operation of widening said selected biggest empty
region Eb includes performing one or more iterations of
a defragmentation procedure 100, at each iteration

- initially selecting 130 a current smallest empty par-

tition Es in said empty regions E1, E2, ... in said
memory space PH;

- selecting 150 a set of blocks to be moved in the cur-
rent smallest empty region Es from an upper allocat-
ed region Au allocated at the upper bound of said
biggest empty region Eb or from a lower allocated
region Ad allocated at the upper bound of said big-
gest empty region Eb, said selection 150 depending
on which of said two allocated regions Au, Ad in-
cludes a respective set Su, Sd of adjacent blocks
having a size Su.size, Sd.size closer to the size of
said smallest empty region Es.

[0107] In one or more embodiments in case said upper
and lower allocated region Au, Ad include sets Su, Sd of
adjacent blocks which are both too large to fit the current
smallest empty region Es, a bigger empty region Ej with
respect to said current smallest empty region Es, in par-
ticular the next bigger region Ej, is selected as the current
smallest empty region Es.
[0108] In one or more embodiments if the allocated
regions at the boundaries of the biggest empty region Eb
comprise blocks adjacent to said boundaries too large to
fit any of the other empty regions E1, E2, ... it is provided
to evaluate if a current fragmentation level of the memory
is sufficiently low, and stop execution, or to skip by the
big block skipping procedure 200 said blocks too large
to fit and perform a new iteration.
[0109] One or more embodiments may include execut-
ing a final swap defragmentation procedure on the big-
gest partition area Eb, in particular swapping all the al-
located regions starting from the second allocated region
at the lower bound of the biggest partition area Eb, with
their upper empty region.
[0110] An integrated circuit card e.g. a UICC or eUICC
according to one or more embodiments may include:

- a memory space PH including memory space re-
gions for storing data,

- a one or more processors 102 configured to partition
said memory space PH in segments A1, A2, ..., E1,
E2, .... of memory space regions comprising empty
regions A1, A2, ... and allocated regions E2, E2, ....,

- select 110 among said empty regions E1, E2, ... the
biggest empty region Eb of said memory space PH;

- widen said selected biggest empty region Eb by mov-
ing memory blocks positioned in allocated regions
Au, Ad at the bounds of said selected biggest empty
region Eb into other available empty regions Es.

[0111] In one or more embodiments for use according
to a profile stored in an integrated circuit card 108 may
include an integrated circuit card 108 according to one
or more embodiments.
[0112] One or more embodiments may include an op-
erating system configured for managing the integrated
circuit card 108 with the method of one or more embod-
iments.
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[0113] An apparatus according to one or more embod-
iments may include a mobile communications apparatus
such as a user equipment.
[0114] Without prejudice to the underlying principles,
the details and embodiments may vary, even significant-
ly, with respect to what has been described by way of
example only, without departing from the extent of pro-
tection.
[0115] The extent of protection is defined by the an-
nexed claims.

Claims

1. A method including:

- providing an integrated circuit card (10) with a
memory space (PH) including memory space re-
gions for storing user profile data,
- partitioning said memory space (PH) in seg-
ments (A1, A2, ..., E1, E2, ....) of memory space
regions comprising allocated regions ((A1,
A2, ...) and empty regions (E2, E2, ....),

said method including

- selecting (110) among said empty regions (E1,
E2, ...) the biggest empty region (Eb) of said
memory space (PH);
- widening said selected biggest empty region
(Eb) by moving memory blocks (B) positioned
in allocated regions (Au, Ad) at the bounds of
said selected biggest empty region (Eb) into oth-
er available empty regions (Es).

2. The method of claim 1, in which said operation of
widening said selected biggest empty region (Eb)
includes performing one or more iterations of a de-
fragmentation procedure (100), at each iteration

- initially selecting (130) a current smallest empty
partition (Es) in said empty regions ((E1, E2, ...)
in said memory space (PH);
- selecting (150) a set of blocks to be moved in
the current smallest empty region (Es) from an
upper allocated region (Au) allocated at the up-
per bound of said biggest empty region (Eb) or
from a lower allocated region (Ad) allocated at
the upper bound of said biggest empty region
(Eb), said selection (150) depending on the eval-
uation of which of said two allocated regions (Au,
Ad) includes a respective set (Su, Sd) of adja-
cent blocks (B) having a size (Su.size, Sd.size)
closer to the size of said smallest empty region
(Es).

3. The method of claim 1 or claim 2 wherein in case
said upper and lower allocated region (Au, Ad) in-

clude sets (Su, Sd) of adjacent blocks (B) which are
both too large to fit the current smallest empty region
(Es), a bigger empty region (Ej) with respect to said
current smallest empty region (Es), in particular the
next bigger region (Ej), is selected as the current
smallest empty region (Es).

4. The method of any of the previous claims, wherein
if the allocated regions at the boundaries of the big-
gest empty region (Eb) comprise blocks (B) adjacent
to said boundaries too large to fit any of the other
empty regions (E1, E2, ...) it is provided to evaluate
if a current fragmentation level of the memory is suf-
ficiently low, and stop execution, or to skip (200) said
blocks (B) too large to fit and perform a new iteration.

5. The method of any of the previous claims, including
executing a final swap defragmentation procedure
on the biggest partition area (Eb), in particular swap-
ping all the allocated regions starting from the sec-
ond allocated region at the lower bound of the biggest
partition area Eb, with their upper empty region.

6. The method of any of the previous claims, wherein
said user profile data comprise applications, security
domains and files, in particular supplied by a mobile
network operator to which a mobile terminal associ-
ated to the card (10) is subscripting.

7. An integrated circuit card including:

- a memory space (PH) including memory space
regions for storing data (A, E),
- a one or more processors 102 configured to
partition said memory space (PH) in segments
(A1, A2, ..., E1, E2, ....) of memory space re-
gions comprising empty regions ((A1, A2, ...)
and allocated regions (E2, E2, ....),
- select (110) among said empty regions (E1,
E2, ...) the biggest empty region (Eb) of said
memory space (PH);
- widen said selected biggest empty region (Eb)
by moving memory blocks (B) positioned in al-
located regions (Au, Ad) at the bounds of said
selected biggest empty region (Eb) into other
available empty regions (Es) .

8. Apparatus (10) for use according to a profile stored
in an integrated circuit card (108), the apparatus in-
cluding an integrated circuit card (108) according to
claim 7.

9. Apparatus (10) according to claim 9, including an
operating system configured for managing the inte-
grated circuit card (108) with the method of one of
claims 1 to 8.

10. Apparatus according to claim 8 or claim 9, the ap-
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paratus including a mobile communications appara-
tus (10) .
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